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When the voice fell, the air suddenly fell into a dead silence.

Liam Lu raised his eyes suddenly, for the first time in his life, an unbelievable look
appeared on his face.

Snapped!

The woolen toy and the painting of a family of three were instantly thrown to the ground.

Before everyone could react, Alina Yin in her arms suddenly broke free from Liam Lu’s
hand and ran out like a gust of wind.

“Mom! I’m going to find my mother!”

Zoey Gu woke up in soreness.

There are chirping birds in my ears.

The sound of the wind swaying through the leaves.

There is also the sound of pages being flipped vaguely.

The moment she opened her eyes, the glare of the sky outside the window made her
subconsciously raise her hand to block it.

As soon as she woke up, a familiar male voice came from her.

“Woke up?”

When the words fell, the man handed a pillow and stuffed it behind her, and then
handed a glass of water.

Zoey Gu looked around, and when he looked up and saw the other’s face, he was taken
aback.

“Logan Fu?”

Logan Fu raised his eyebrows and looked at her, his mouth twitched, “Why, I was
surprised to see that?”

Zoey Gu leaned against the bed, squinted his eyes and looked around, then looked at
Logan Fu with some implausibility, and asked hoarsely.

“Am I dead? Why, I am here…”



Hearing what she said, Logan Fu chuckled again.

“Look at what you said, is it possible that I have to save you with my good intentions and
have to accompany you to the Palace of the Hades?”

“That is not what i mean…”

Seeing that she was in good spirits, Logan Fu stopped teasing her, closed the book in
his hand, and spoke slowly.

“I came here to find someone.”

“It’s a coincidence! When you were thrown into the sea, my ship happened to pass by
the neighborhood, and I was holding a night vision telescope in my hand.”

Naturally, there is no need to talk about the latter.

Hearing this, remembering the terrible experience before, Zoey Gu pulled his hand
under the quilt and turned his face blank.

Did she underestimate how tough the old lady Lu is!

Seeing her lingering in silence, Logan Fu couldn’t help but curl his lips and leaned
towards her.

“I warned you before, it’s too hard to stay with Liam Lu. Have you suffered?”

Zoey Gu remained unheard and asked blankly.

“How many days did I sleep?”

“Four days.”

Zoey Gu was still in a trance. Hearing what he said, she didn’t know what she thought of.
She suddenly reacted and instantly got up and grabbed Logan Fu’s hand.

“Mobile phone! Phone! You lend me quickly, I want to call Liam Lu, I want to let him
know that I’m still alive!”

She suddenly had an accident and disappeared without a sound. In the past four days,
Liam Lu must have been looking for her upside down, he must be crazy!

Logan Fu narrowed his eyes and looked at the arm that was holding him tightly.

“I’m afraid I will disappoint you.”



“This is a small village near the sea. I just experienced a big storm before, so the
communication facilities were damaged. The only energized device was the generator I
left on board.”

Zoey Gu’s eyelashes trembled lightly, and his heart instantly fell to the bottom.

He heard Logan Fu’s voice resounding again.

“However, there is someone, you can meet now.”
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